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My research interests are primarily in the areas of
robot planning and control, selective perception, and
model-based reasoning, particularly causal modeling of
complex physical events.

Self-Reliant Robots: We are investigating meth-
ods for making robots more self-reliant. The re-
search addresses interaction between concurrent behav-
iors, achieving multiple goals, robust error detection
and recovery, and decision making under uncertainty.
Testbeds include the Ambler Planetary Rover, an in-
door mobile manipulator, and a robotic excavator. To
support the research, we have developed the general-
purpose Task Control Architecture, which provides a
set of commonly needed task-level control constructs
for constructing and coordinating autonomous robot
systems. We are currently working to formally char-
acterize TCA in order to verify robot system designs.

Selective Perception: We are exploring techniques
for selectively focusing attention. Since a robot’s lim-
ited sensing and computation is insufficient for perceiv-
ing all possible environmental features, attention must
be focused on those features of the world relevant to the
current goals. Techniques currently under investigation
include using causal and decision-theoretic reasoning
and reinforcement learning to decide where and when
to perceive. Issues include modeling the uncertainty in
actions and sensors, modeling task requirements, and
optimizing plans that include sensing operations.

Model-Based Reasoning: We are develop-
ing methods for representing and reasoning about the
causal effects of events in the physical world. Research
areas include temporal, spatial, qualitative and quan-
titative reasoning, use of truth-maintenance systems,
and modeling complex events. These techniques are
combined in MIDAS, an incremental, causal simulator,
which can be used in tasks such as diagnosis, plan-
ning, data interpretation, and process monitoring. Do-
mains explored to date include geologic interpretation,
robot planning, and semiconductor manufacture diag-
nosis. Research issues include developing new represen-
tations and reasoning techniques and applying the mod-
els to new domains and problems (including hazardous
waste remediation and diagnosis of space vehicles).
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